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Complex Nursery Rhymes
I have written up complex forms of 10 familiar nursery rhymes and children’s
songs. Let your kids read them and then see if they can figure out which
nursery rhyme it represents. They may need a dictionary for this one. Then,
give them a thesaurus and they can compose some more on their own!
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Complex Nursery Rhymes- Identify the common nursery rhyme or song.

!
1. A trio of rodents with imperfect vision.
A trio of rodents with imperfect vision.
Observe their manner of fleeing.
Observe their manner of fleeing.
They all pursued the agriculturist’s spouse,
She amputated their appendages with a well honed instrument.
have you ever observed such a spectacle in your existence.
As a trio of rodents with imperfect vision.

!

2. The minuscule arachnid ascended the aqueduct.
Precipitation discontinued the arachnid's ascent.
Solar illumination evaporated the precipitation
and the minuscule arachnid ascended again.

!
3. Pull, pull, pull the vessel, tenderly up the rivulet,
Blithesomely, blithesomely, blithesomely, blithesomely,
Mortality is sublime.

!
4. Miriam possessed an Ovis Aries, Ovis Aries, Ovis Aries,
Miriam possessed an Ovis Aries whose coat was alabaster.

!
5. Scintillate, scintillate, miniature stellar body, I speculate your composition,
surpassing the globe into the heavens,
Like a brilliant gem in the atmosphere.
Scintillate, scintillate, miniature stellar body, I speculate your composition.
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6. Rosa berberifolia is bergundy,
Viola papilionacea is indigo,
Sucrose is saccharine as well as yourself.

!
7. Suppress your voice petite infant, discontinue your sonorousness.
Father shall acquire for you a Mimus polyglots.
And if that Mimus polyglots does not vocalize,
Father shall acquire for you a band of crystalized carbon.

!

8. Crainium, clavicle, patella, metatarsals,
Patella, metatarsals, patella, metatarsals
Crainium, clavicle, patella, metatarsals
Oculus, auris, os and nasus
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9. The elderly royal man Cole was a convivial creature
And as a convivial creature he existed.
He bellowed for his flute
And he bellowed for his basin
And he bellowed for his triad of instrumentalists.

!
10. The overpass in the capitol of Great Britain
is plunging toward a lower position,
plunging toward a lower position,
plunging toward a lower position.
The overpass in the capitol of Great Britain
is plunging toward a lower position,
my flaxen female.
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Answer Key:
1. 3 Blind Mice
2. Itsy Bitsy Spider
3. Row, Row, Row Your Boat
4. Mary Had a Little Lamb
5. Twinkle Little Star
6. Roses are Red
7. Hush Little Baby
8. Head Shoulders Knees and Toes
9. Old King Cole
10. London Bridge

